Abstract—According to the Scrum process framework a Scrum team should have all necessary competencies to accomplish its work. Fragmented and anecdotal evidence hints at Scrum teams still needing additional, external competencies. To contribute to theories on Scrum team composition and practitioner’s concerns in staffing a Scrum team we investigated Scrum teams’ cross-functionality: To whom do Scrum teams turn for additional competencies, which competencies are involved and how are Scrum teams aware of additional competencies they need? To this extent we analysed the communication in three Scrum teams during one of their Sprints. Our results show that additional competencies are called for, not only on an ad hoc basis, but also on a structural basis. To include those structural competencies the notion of an extended Scrum team is introduced.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application of an agile software development method, for instance XP or Scrum, is nowadays common in delivering state-of-the-art software [1-2]. Team members with high competence and expertise are a critical success factor in agile software development, especially with regard to timeliness and cost [3].

One of the guidelines accompanying Scrum as a framework for developing and sustaining complex (software) products states on team composition: “Cross-functional teams have all competencies needed to accomplish the work without depending on others not part of the team” [4, p.4]. Such a cross-functional team should, among others, have skills with regard to software analysis, design and coding [5].

In general, although often implicit, membership of a team is considered to be full time during a Scrum project, certainly for members of the Development Team [6-7]. Emergent team members may support a team during software development [8] or even stronger it is often not clear which members belong to a team and which do not [9] or: “team boundaries are often permeable” [10, p.157]. Part-time membership of a Scrum team could therefore be an option to consider [5], [11].

Fragmented and anecdotal evidence already hints at Scrum teams still needing additional, external competencies [12-14], but this evidence was gathered as a by-product of more general research on communication in agile projects.

Unlike this research we only focus on composition of Scrum teams, especially their cross-functionality. We determine its boundaries and look for additional competencies not included in the team. To this extent only we analyse the communication within and outside team boundaries of Scrum teams’ members to identify which additional competencies they require and on which basis. In this way our research on the one hand contributes to a better understanding of team composition in Scrum software development, and especially in the competencies included in the team, and those outside its boundaries, and on the other hand allows practitioners to mirror their way of working, and support them in the formation of a Scrum team.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline the theoretical background relating to our work, based on a literature review. In section 3 we present our research method. The results for three case studies are presented in section 4, followed by a discussion in section 5. Section 6 is the final section in which our conclusions are presented, with their limitations and future work.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In terms of socio-technical congruence [15] the Scrum process framework [4] describes the coordination requirements established by the dependencies among tasks. Upon inspection of the actual coordination activities a match between coordination requirements and activities may be established; such a match has proven to be beneficial to several aspects of software development, for instance reducing the resolution time of modification requests [15] or software build success [16].

We apply socio-technical congruence specifically to the use of competencies in a Scrum team. The coordination requirements defined by the Scrum process framework state cross-functionality. Should a perfect match with the actual activities exist, i.e. they can be carried out without external competencies, then a Scrum team is indeed cross-functional.

Competencies for agile software development have been divided into three major categories, forming a pyramid of agile competencies with engineering practices at the bottom via management practices to agile values at the top [17] or, similarly, technical skills, people or soft skills, and attitudes [18]. Support for the two latter categories is a responsibility.
of a Scrum master, although an agile coach, operating outside a team’s boundaries, is also often involved [19], [20]. Since these are individual rather than team competencies, we use socio-technical congruence to focus on the former category: Engineering skills.

There are already indications that Scrum teams are not entirely cross-functional in this respect. No matter how tightly-knit agile teams are, they need to interact with roles outside the team (e.g. user experience designers, database administrators, system testers), because in practice it is infeasible for all individuals with relevant expertise to be part of the team [14]. This is, for instance, confirmed in the communication between the disciplines of agile development and user experience design [21].

Although internally distributing expertise in agile teams ultimately leads to successful cross-functional teams [22], this appears to be an ideal situation. At least until then, but perhaps even on a more continuous basis, it is an unrealistic goal to aspire to include all competencies in a Scrum development team itself, with its 3 to 9 members. Additional roles, contributing competencies to the Scrum team, have already been hinted at; they could be user experience designers, database administrators, system testers [14], acceptance testers, user interaction designer, or technical writers [13]. Part time members could also be system or database administrators [5].

Four ways to locate expertise in a Scrum team itself have been revealed:
1. Communicating frequently,
2. Working closely together,
3. Declaring self-identified expertise in order to let others know what a member can contribute to the team,
4. Using an expertise directory [23].

It could be the case that these also apply to locating expertise outside a team’s border, but this has not been established yet.

Coordinating expertise outside agile teams benefits from five factors:
1. Availability refers to the ability of external specialists to be present in agile teams when their expertise is needed,
2. Agile mind-set concerns dealing with external specialists who might be unfamiliar with agile methods and thus introducing problems for the team, for instance external specialists not being able to align work with the sprints,
3. Stability refers to keeping agile teams stable with a low rate of team members and external specialists turnover,
4. Knowledge retention involves capturing external specialists’ knowledge and preserving the knowledge in agile teams,
5. Effective communication is defined as the activity of conveying sufficient information between agile teams and external specialists [24].

These factors were established from responses from individuals, which were not necessarily joined in teams. Although important factors in coordinating expertise outside an agile team were identified, it does not answer the question how this expertise is identified in the first place or what expertise is involved.

Software development in general needs expertise finding to facilitate unplanned collaborative work among software developers, but: “Who are these additional people, and why are they contributing, or why have they been contacted ...?” [8, p. 89]. And these questions are equally applicable to the use of Scrum in software development.

To identify partners outside Scrum team boundaries, it is important to realize that both Product Owner and Scrum Master act as linking pins with the team’s environment; the Product Owner in managing the Product Backlog in cooperation with stakeholders, the Scrum Master in serving the (outside) organization, for instance in helping employees and stakeholders understand and enact Scrum and empirical product development. Communication between the Product Owner and the Scrum Master on the one hand and partners like management and stakeholders on the other hand are thus already included in the Scrum process framework. Taking this into account and under the assumption that the Scrum team members attend all regular Scrum events we present an initial sketch of a Scrum team and its external partners (Fig. 1); this sketch can thus be considered as the common composition of a Scrum team (and its partners).

![Fig. 1. Communication inside and outside Scrum teams](image)

Question marks represent yet unidentified partners with additional competencies. The members Development Team 1 – 3 represent team members with competencies with regard to software analysis, design and coding [5], where each node represents several team members, depending on the team size. We will use this model both to guide our data analysis as well as to compare its contents with our results.

### III. Case Study Design

To investigate the cross-functionality of Scrum teams our research analyses the communication of Scrum teams outside their team boundaries to identify which additional competencies they require and on which basis. To allow for rich evidence we selected an exploratory comparative case study approach as our research method with as unit of analysis one sprint of Scrum software development. This approach is an accustomed way to investigate phenomena in a context where events cannot be controlled and where the focus is on contemporary events [25]. For this case study we drew up the following research questions:
RQ1 To whom do Scrum teams turn to for additional competencies and which competencies are involved?
RQ2 How are Scrum teams aware of what additional competencies are needed?

We used a protocol to guide the case study [26]. This protocol contained:
• Its purpose, guidelines for data and document storage, and publication.
• A brief overview of the case research method.
• Detailed procedures for conducting each case, to ensure uniformity in the data collection process and consequently facilitate both within and cross case analyses.
• Research instruments.
• Guidelines for data analysis.

Given our goal and research questions, organizations were required to use Scrum as software development method with a team of at least 5 members; we chose this lower limit to allow us to find indeed cross-functional teams. We approached three organizations to participate in our research and all three were willing to do so; they all had a team size between 5 and 10 members. We name them Controller, Sunflower and Local for reasons of confidentiality.

A. Data collection

The primary data collection method was semi-structured interviewing of team members. We also inspected available documents and/or the contents of information systems which, in some cases, were used to support the Scrum process. Our questionnaire addressed communication both between team members, exemplified in the use of Scrum practices, as well as communication between team members and non-team members. Some examples of questions of the latter category (from the protocol) are:
• With whom did you communicate (mainly) during the sprint? Please mention all people and include people who might have been outside the scope of the sprint (in first instance).
• What was the communication about?

Interviews lasted, on average, 60 minutes. In total approximately 12 hours with 13 interviewees were available. To achieve a representative sample a team’s Scrum Master and Product Owner were always included and, depending on the size of the team, 2 to 4 developers, including designers and testers when these roles were explicitly assigned in a team. Six more additional interviews were held either before the other interviews started to provide general context, or afterwards, to clarify remaining issues.

Thirteen interviews were transcribed and coded, with a combination of open and axial coding [27]. We also used our preliminary sketch (Fig. 1) to guide the coding; it guided the coding in the sense that external partners were either classified as manager, customer or stakeholder or an additional partner not yet included (previously a question mark). Summaries of interviews were consulted with the interviewees. For each organization the results of the interviews and additional material were bundled in a case study report.

B. Validity

Validity of our research method depends on four widely used criteria: construct validity, internal and external validity, and reliability [25].

Construct validity identifies operational measures for the concepts under study. To enhance construct validity (1) key informants should review draft case study reports, (2) multiple sources of evidence should be used, and (3) a chain of evidence should be established [25]. We applied all three: (1) Each interviewee was provided with a summary report of the interview and key interviewees commented on a draft case study report, (2) various team members were involved to complement viewpoints, and (3) interviews (and other materials) were linked to conclusions by using the tool NVivo; NVivo is a software package to aid qualitative data analysis (www.qsrinternational.com).

Internal validity is mainly a concern for explanatory case studies [25], [28]. Our case study is exploratory, but we did apply pattern matching, one of the analytical techniques recommended to enhance internal validity, by consistently coding our base material.

External validity defines the domain to which a case study’s findings can be generalized. The use of replication logic is listed as the main guarantee for this [25]. Using a multiple-case study on the basis of a common questionnaire contributes to external validity, and thus to generalizability of results.

Reliability should demonstrate that the study can be repeated. The use of a case study protocol and the development of a case study database [25] were both applied in our study to increase reliability.

IV. Results

In this section we describe the results from our case studies. We first give an impression of the organizations and the composition of their Scrum teams (Table 1). For Controller the role of Scrum Master coincides with one of the developers/testers; for Sunflower the role of Scrum Master coincides with one of the senior developers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Team composition</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Scrum experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>Object management</td>
<td>1 2 developers 2 developers/testers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower</td>
<td>Floral industry</td>
<td>3 3 senior developers 1 junior developer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2½ years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>Government taxing</td>
<td>1 2 designers 4 developers 2 testers</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1½ years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the next three paragraphs we describe, for each organization in turn, the communication within, but mainly outside their Scrum teams’ borders.

A. Controller

The Scrum team of Controller operates in a larger organizational context: the Development department with 35 employees (Fig. 2). The numbers in Fig. 2 refer to the number of employees in a group. The Frame group is responsible for the building blocks (basic components) of the software; Web adds a graphical skin. Together these groups produce a kind of half-fabricate. The groups Logic and Configuration build end products on the basis of these (supporting) components; the Scrum team is staffed from these two groups and complemented with one of the two Product Owners. In this Logic takes care of the process flow in the software, whereas Configuration is concerned with visual aspects, screens, buttons, reports, et cetera. Configuration is also responsible for testing the software. All other groups are small; they support the four groups mentioned before.

The Scrum team communicates in the framework of Scrum events. Sprint Planning Meeting, Daily Scrum, Sprint Review Meeting and Sprint Retrospective are all regularly scheduled ‘meetings’. But team members also communicate with non-team members. The figure below (Fig. 3) demonstrates communication within and beyond the team’s borders, where the customer is the only partner outside the organization Controller directly communicating with a team member.

[Diagram of Controller’s Scrum team organization chart]

Fig 3 Internal & external communication for Controller’s Scrum team

The members of the Scrum team are shown in the lower half of Fig. 3; there is agreement on the team composition. In Fig. 3 only roles of team members are shown; the team in fact has 2 developers and 2 developers/testers (refer to Table 1). Apart from the Product Owner, all members are full time members.

External partners are shown in the upper half of Fig. 3. Partners are only involved in the team’s activities part time, where in vast majority part time means less than a small number of hours per Sprint. Solid lines represent structural communication between the team members, where we defined structural as communication not only in the Sprint under consideration, but also in a majority of Sprints; dotted lines indicate ad hoc communication taking place in this Sprint only, but not necessarily in other Sprints. Furthermore we include only partners who are directly communicating with at least one team member as the team is the focus of our research.

Considering the external partners we focused on the unidentified partners (Fig. 1). Already identified partners for Controller then are Customer and Management team.

The Scrum team is only involved in the development of new parts of the software; maintenance is done by another team with Kanban. The Product Owner is responsible for coordination of the Kanban team; he - every employee is indicated as ‘he’, whether male or female - coordinates (the prioritization of) maintenance. It is his task to recognize overlapping activities of the Scrum and the Kanban team, with regard to components of the software, and to bring members of the two teams together whenever necessary. Although overlap does not occur every Sprint, communication is frequent whenever the two teams do work on the same piece of code to coordinate activities with regard to new code or adaptations to existing code.

The same applies for communication with the database specialist. He is consulted whenever sprint backlog items have impact on the database structure. Documentation consists of a technical writer. He is responsible for the construction of a user guide and/or release notes in every Sprint and in cooperation with Development Team members. Communication is mainly on his initiative, where he has basic information available through a registration system.

Frame/Web, as producers of half-fabricates, are often contacted on details of the code they manufactured, although not in every Sprint.
The remaining groups in the department, Client/Server and Integration, were not mentioned to participate in the team’s communication.

B. Sunflower

Sunflower belongs to the Small & Medium Enterprises (SME), more specifically a small company with a number of employees around 15; its organization chart is shown in Fig. 4, the numbers referring to the number of employees.

Consultants, from Installation and Support, collectively function as Product Owner. The Development team consists of members of the group Development; the role of Scrum Master rests with a senior developer.

Members of the Scrum team communicate in the framework of Scrum. Sprint Planning Meeting and Daily Scrum are both regularly scheduled ‘meetings’, but they are skipped occasionally. Neither a Sprint Review Meeting nor a Sprint Retrospective is used by the team. Communication within and beyond the team’s borders involves a restricted number of partners (Fig. 5), where customer is the only partner outside Sunflower.

A weekly meeting is scheduled with a representative of Infrastructure to prevent the Development Team from interfering with (scheduled) maintenance. However, whenever necessary, issues may also be taken up with Infrastructure immediately, not awaiting this meeting.

C. Local

The Scrum team of Logic operates in a larger organizational context: The Software Development department, consisting of:

- A Product group that is in charge of the implementation of software with new customers. Its developers convert customers from their previous software to Local’s software; its consultants support customers with the set-up of the software and participate in courses for customers.
- Whenever a new customer approves of his software, it is taken into production at the customer and the responsibility within Local is transferred to the Support group. Support is the first point of contact for customers and functions primarily as a helpdesk. Support has some consultants for customer support on site or, again, courses, but does not employ developers. Changes as a result of customer reports are transferred to Development.
- Development deals with all modifications to the software, whether new features or as a result of bug reports. The Scrum team is found within this group. Analogously to the Controller team Local’s Scrum team uses all of the regularly scheduled Scrum ‘meetings’. The figure below (Fig. 6) indicates communication within and beyond the team’s borders.

The managers (Development and Support) and the Product manager were already identified as stakeholders for customers. This implies that there is no direct communication between team members and partners outside of Local.

Configuration is in charge of the technical infrastructure. This partner, for instance, transfers software from a development stage to a testing stage to production (or vice versa). Involvement takes place in every Sprint.

The role of the technical writer is equal to the role of the documentarist in the Controller team.

D. Integrating results

We have shown results for the three individual teams with regard to their communication. In integrating these results, and in line with our research questions, we now establish a common vocabulary by mapping the partners from the individual cases to a limited set, enumerate them and indicate whether the communication is structural or ad hoc (Table 2).

V. DISCUSSION

It is important to note that, for none of the teams, there were differences of opinion on their composition. All Scrum teams were crystal clear about their membership. As an example, when interviewing members of Local’s Scrum team all members agreed on having ten members on the team and every team member mentioned the same persons in
the same roles (Table 1). Whether being involved full time or part time (some Scrum Masters and Product Owners), team membership, and thus also non membership, was incontrovertibly.

In the staffing of the teams it is straightforward that competencies of team members are in one or more of the ‘traditional’ phases of a software development life cycle: Analysis/design, programming, testing (Table 1, Fig. 3, 5 & 6); these are indeed engineering skills [17-18].

In a first category we unite those partners who, from the viewpoint of socio-technical congruence, match coordination requirements with actual coordination activities; in fact they are the partners to be expected, as already identified in Fig. 1.

In a second category we mention partners who do not match coordination requirements with actual coordination activities from the viewpoint of socio-technical congruence, but join the team through ad hoc communication.

In a third category concerns partners who also do not match coordination requirements with actual coordination activities, but do so through structural communication.

This first category encompasses consultants, customers and management. None of these partners provides engineering skills. Instead they provide domain knowledge and their communication takes place via the Product Owner (with one small exception where the Scrum Master was also involved). This comes as no surprise, since the Product Owner is the linking pin with stakeholders as he is responsible for managing the Product Backlog, an ordered list of everything that might be needed in the product [4]. Management also communicates on (project) progress with the Product Owner and/or the Scrum Master, because in Scrum there is no role of project manager. In fact none is needed; the traditional responsibilities of a project manager have been divided up and reassigned among the three Scrum roles [29], especially the Product Owner and the Scrum Master [30]. Communication with management is thus to be expected; Scrum teams do not operate in a vacuum. In a previous study we already found that Scrum teams use project plans and progress information for control purposes [31]. And our current results show the structural character of this communication.

The second category consists of developers and database specialists, contributing engineering skills or competencies with regard to code/coding and database (structure) respectively. Often this communication is facilitated by the Scrum Master or arranged by the Product Owner; initiatives originate from these two roles, but often delegated to a developer working on a particular backlog item thereafter. The communication then is from one developer to another. This category is in fact no different from non-Scrum software development: In e-mail discussions in software-engineering communication emergent people were included in a discussion as a result of an explicit request [32].

From the viewpoint of socio-technical congruence our data show a clear mismatch between coordination requirements and actual coordination in the third category. Both documentarist and infrastructure specialist are structurally involved in the Scrum teams’ activities. The documentarist is competent with regard to the production of user-related materials, such as a user guide. Communication is supported by data in a registration tool, such as (elaborated) user stories, design documents, test reports. The infrastructure specialist supports the Scrum team with regard to transition of code to a test or production facility; of course this is a part time activity; he also supports other teams. The incorporation of such a specialist in a Scrum team’s activities coincides with the DevOps concept; this is an agile operations concept that uses agile techniques to link up departments - Development (Dev) and Operations (Ops) - together, which traditionally operated in silos [33].

No matter to which category partners belong, Scrum teams are well aware of their external partners and their competencies. Differences between the categories refer to whether or not the use of competencies was planned and whether it was structural or ad hoc. Revisiting the five

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. Summary of results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>External partner</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentarist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure specialist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structural communication**

**Ad hoc communication**
factors for coordinating expertise outside agile teams—availability, agile mind-set, stability, knowledge retention, and effective communication—these factors are in fact already incorporated in the Scrum teams’ communication with their external partners.

In fact we introduce the notion of an extended Scrum team, which includes partners structurally involved in a team’s activities, because communication occurs Sprint after Sprint (Fig. 7).

![Fig. 7. The extended Scrum team](image)

The extended Scrum team now incorporates an infrastructure specialist and a documentarist, adding technical and writing competencies. They work part time in the Scrum team, but they do not attend Scrum events, or at least not as a habit. The database specialist and the developer are (still) external partners. In other contexts it is conceivable that the database specialist is also a member of the extended Scrum team, because of his additional competencies.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Scrum team members agree on the boundaries of their team and are indeed cross-functional as far as ‘traditional’ phases of software development are concerned. Analysis/design, programming and testing competencies are represented in the teams.

To whom then do Scrum teams turn for additional competencies, which competencies are involved and how are Scrum teams aware of additional competencies they need?

- When additional competencies are required with regard to engineering skills, already represented in the team, the team turns to partners within the own organization. The teams are already aware of their partners and consult them on an ad hoc basis. They include other developers and database specialists.
- Additional competencies are also found in partners who structurally contribute their competencies to the Scrum teams in every Sprint. These partners include management, documentarists and infrastructure specialists. Here management was already expected to do so with regard to domain expertise and progress information; this is indeed a socio-technical match between coordination requirements and actual coordination activities. Others were not; especially documentarists and infrastructure specialists structurally contributed, although not full time, to the Scrum teams; they could be considered to be members of an extended Scrum team.

A. Limitations

In our three case studies documentarists and infrastructure specialists are found to be members of an extended Scrum team; a database specialist was not. This particular result cannot be generalized to Scrum teams in general; depending on, for instance, domain area, software type, or specific features of a team, partners could be distributed in another way, with the infrastructure specialist outside a team’s border and, for instance, a database specialist inside. This argument also applies to partners who were not (even) identified in our case studies. What is generalizable, though, is the notion of the extended Scrum team, including partners not considered to be member of the team, but still structurally contributing to a team’s activities. This allows practitioners to staff a Scrum team without pursuing overall cross-functionality in the team itself.

B. Future work

Of course we would like to see our results confirmed with other organizations. We believe the extended Scrum team to be an important extension of the notion of a cross-functional Scrum team and we would like to observe more and/or other external partners to elaborate this notion. We are also eager to pursue situational factors, whether organizational or personal, that determine the inclusion of external competencies.
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